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examples we deal with an also be addressed by �nite automata whihtreat their own loal histories as strings of events.1 IntrodutionSuppose we are given two funtions � and � over some domain D. Then � � � i�8x 2 D;�(x) � �(x), and moreover � < � i� � � � and � 6� �. If some elementd of D is hosen, and we are o�ered a hoie between �(d) and �(d) in dollars,then knowing that � < �, we will hoose �(d) even if d is unknown to us. Thisparadigm omes in useful in two ontexts. The deision theoreti ontext, whereD is the set of possible states of nature and �; � represent payo� funtions. Theother ontext is the game theoreti one where D respresents the (already hosenbut unknown to us) hoies of the other players, and �; � are possible strategiesfor us. In this ontext, if � < �, we will say that � dominates � and we willtend to prefer �.Now this omparison between � and � will not be possible for us if all weare given are the ranges of � and �. For instane if �(x) = x2 and �(x) = xover the unit interval [0,1℄, then it is indeed the ase that � < � but the rangesof the two funtions are the same. Moreover, the funtion (x) = 1� x has thesame range as �, but while we do have � < � we do not have � < . Thus insituations where we do not have domnane, we need further information to makea deision. And sometimes that information is possessed by another agent.Sine we are onerned in this paper with obligations, we will interpret suhobligations in terms of furthering some general good, and thus we will assumethat all agents involved have the same preferenes, albeit they may have di�erentinformation, or di�erent ability to at. This also means that we do not need toaddress the issue of some agents deliberately misinforming others, as that issuewould arise only when the utilities or preferenes lash.Thus our present work has relevane to the situation where the values rep-resent some (individual or) soietal good and we ought to do what is best forsoiety. Clearly, knowing the set of onsequenes of ation � vs knowing the setof onsequenes of � will not always tell us how to deide. Rather we need toask, given the urrent irumstanes (possibly unknown or only partially knownto us) an we still hoose? It has been suggested that ation � is preferable toation � if all onsequenes of � are better than any onsequene of �. Butlearly this requirement is too strit for our purposes.For onsider the deision whether to exerise. Suppose some people are rihand some are poor, but all would be better o� exerising. However, assume for amoment that it is better to be rih and lazy than to be poor and to exerise. Thenthe onsequenes of exerising are frih^exerised, poor^exerisedgwhereas theonsequenes of being lazy are frih^lazy, poor^lazyg. Not all onsequenes ofexerising are better than every onsequene of being lazy, even though eahindividual person, whether rih or poor, is better o� exerising. To ask that allonsequenes of exerising be better than every onsequene of being lazy, is toomuh. So we need to ompare situations pairwise, a partiular situation with



exerising and the \same" situation with laziness. If hoosing between an � anda �, we should hoose � if for our spei� irumstane, � yields a higher valuethan �.We illustrate this abstrat framework so far with some examples.a) Jill is a physiian whose neighbour is ill. Jill does not know and has notbeen informed. Jill has no obligation (as yet) to treat the neighbour.b) Jill is a physiian whose neighbour Sam is ill. The neighbour's daughterAnn omes to Jill's house and tells her. Now Jill does have an obligation to treatSam, or perhaps all in an ambulane or a speialist.) Mary is a patient in St. Gibson's hospital. Mary is having a heart attak.The aveat whih applied in ase a) does not apply here. The hospital has anobligation to be aware of Mary's ondition at all times and to provide emergenytreatment as appropriate.d) Jill has a patient with a ertain ondition C who is in the St. Gibsonhospital mentioned above. There are two drugs d and d0 whih an be used forC, but d has a better trak reord. Jill is about to injet the patient with d,but unknown to Jill, the patient is allergi to d and for this patient d0 should beused. Nurse Rebea is aware of the patient's allergy and also that Jill is aboutto administer d. It is then Rebea's obligation to inform Jill and to suggest thatdrug d0 be used in this ase.In all the ases we mentioned above, the issue of an obligation arises. Thisobligation is irumstantial in the sense that in other irumstanes, the obliga-tion might not apply. Moreover, the irumstanes may not be fully known. Insuh a situation, there may still be enough information about the irumstanesto deide on the proper ourse of ation. If Sam is ill, Jill needs to know that heis ill, and the nature of the illness, but not where Sam went to shool.Our purpose in this paper is to set forth a framework to express the sorts ofissues involved and to point out ertain logial properties whih will hold.The Framework: our main tool will be the distintion between global historiesand loal histories as in [PR'85,HMV,PR'03℄. The global histories inlude all(relevant) events whih have taken plae. An agent i's loal history is thoseevents whih i has atually seen. Here we make the assumption that if we knewevery event that has taken plae we would know all fats, but our ignorane ofsome fats is due to the fat that some events have not been observed by us.Thus for instane if Jill does not know that Sam is ill, it is beause she has notseen him throwing up. The events whih she has seen, inluding perhaps thesight of Sam mowing his lawn are quite ompatible with another state of a�airswhere he is in fat quite �ne.We shall use letters H;H 0 et to range over global histories and h; h0 overloal ones. To express the notion of a moment, we will assume a global lok.This will allow us to translate sentenes like, \At 10 AM, Jill is unaware thatSam is ill, but at 11 AM she knows." The time t (e.g. 10 AM) allows us to talksimultaneously about a moment for Jill and the orresponding moment for Sam.Letters t; t0 will range over time, and given a moment t of time the global historyH restrits to Ht, the global history upto time t.



2 An abstrat modelWe now present an abstrat extensional representation of a ommuniation sys-tem in whih the system is desribed as a set of global histories, eah of whihrepresents one possible system evolution given by a sequene of global events.For eah system, the set of agents that partiipate in its events is assumed to bea �xed �nite set. Similarly, for eah system, the set of possible global events is�xed.For onveniene, we �x n > 0, and onsider only systems with agents from[n℄ = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and events from a �xed (possibly in�nite4) set E. E� is theset of all �nite sequenes over E and E! is the set of all in�nite sequenes overE; we will let H;H 0; : : : range over the set E�[E!. Let H � H 0 denote that H isa �nite pre�x of H 0. We write H1;H2 or just H1H2 to denote the onatenationof the �nite history H1 with the possibly in�nite history H2. When H is in�niteor of length � t, we let Ht denote the �nite pre�x of H onsisting of the �rstt elements. For a set of histories H, let P(H) denote the set fH 0 j H 0 � H forsome H 2 Hg ontaining all �nite pre�xes of sequenes in H.The set of events E typially onsists of ations by agents in the system(inluding the sending and reeipt of messages), but may also inlude otherevents (perhaps due to ations of the environment) that a�et the knowledgeof agents. We do not have a spei� syntax of messages here, but hoose toidentify the message with the event that denotes its sending or reeipt; in thissense, when we talk of the meaning of a message, we are referring to what thesending (reeiving) of that message (at a spei� time, in a ontext) signi�esto the sender (reeiver). Thus we are really disussing the semantis of eventourrenes as pereived by agents in the system.De�nition 21 A system is a tuple S = (H; E1; : : : ; En), where H � E! (ourprotool ) is the set of all (in�nite) possible global histories of S, and for i 2 [n℄,Ei � E is the set of loal events of agent i (not neessarily disjoint from Ej forj 6= i).The role of the protool H is to limit the possible global histories whihany agent may onsider. It is this limitation on what an happen globally thatpermits an agent to make inferenes from loally observed events to non-observedevents. Thus for instane, when Sam throws up or vomits, that event v is notwitnessed by Jill, but the event m, whih Jill does observe, of Ann saying \Mydad is throwing up," reates in Jill the knowledge of the event v whih she didnot observe, for every global history H in H whih inludes an event like m alsoinludes a previous event like v. If the protool `allowed' Ann to lie, then learlyJill ould not infer v from m.4 Typially, when the set E is in�nite then it has some struture. For instane E ouldbe the set of strings on some �nite alphabet. It is not intuitively plausible that anin�nite set without any suh struture ould be part of a system of ommuniation.This issue was addressed by Turing in his lassi paper where he de�ned Turingmahines.



Loal histories are got by `projeting' global histories to loal omponents.For i 2 [n℄, let �i : P(E!) ! E� be the projetion map for i, suh that �i(H)is obtained by mapping eah event in Ei into itself, and eah event from E �Eiinto a non-informative lok tik . Hi def= f�i(H) j H 2 P(H)g is the set ofloal histories of i.The loal history of agent i orresponding to global history H at time tonsists simply of those events from Ht whih are seen by agent i. Thus ifH1 � H2 � H 2 H, then �i(H1) � �i(H2) as well. In partiular, if h is the loalhistory of agent i at some stage, and event e visible to i takes plae next (thatis, e 2 Ei), then h; e will be the resulting loal history. If e is not visible, thenthe new loal history would be h where  is a lok tik. Thus h will be longerthan h but will not have any additional non-trivial events.De�nition 22 Let H;H 0 2 P(H). For i 2 [n℄, de�ne H �i H 0 i� �i(H) =�i(H 0). For H;H 0 2 H let H �i;t H 0 i� �i(Ht) = �i(H 0t).�i; (�i:t) is an equivalene relation, and gives the indistinguishability relationfor i (for i at time t). We an onsider this relation as giving the informationpartition for i in the system S; that is, given the information available to i, thehistories H and H 0 annot be distinguished; i an only know properties ommonto H;H 0. Note that we are taitly assuming a \no forgetting" ondition, i.e. thatagent i does not forget any of his loal events. In pratie we an often get awaywith agent i being a �nite automaton with limited memory.The properties of suh systems an be studied in a logial language. Let L bea language whih has formulae expressing (time dependent) properties of globalhistories. Then we an write H; t j= �, for � belonging to L, to mean that thehistory H satis�es formula � at time t. If the truth value of � does not dependon t, then it is timeless. If � has the property that one true it remains true, thenit is persistent. We expand L to a larger language LK by losing under booleanonnetives and operators Ki. Thus if � is a formula of LK and i is an agent,then Ki(�), meaning i knows �, is also in LK. We an then de�ne H; t j= Ki(�)to hold if for all H 0 2 H, if H 0t �i Ht then H 0; t j= �. What the agent i knowsat time t depends on its loal history. Moreover, the laws of logi LK5 (the S5version of the logi of knowledge) are valid.For de�niteness, we �x a spei� language L so that the semantis of H; t j= �is also �xed. Sine the basi elements of the model are sequenes, a linear timetemporal logi suggests itself. Let At = fp0; p1; : : :g be a �nite set of atomipropositions. Formally, the syntax of L is given by:�;  2 L ::= p 2 At j :� j � _  j F� j P� j Ki�Here P stands for \in the past", F for \in the future", and Ki for \i knowsthat".A model is a pair M = (S; V ), where V : P(H) ! 2P is a valuation mapon �nite pre�xes of global histories whih gives the truth values of some atomiprediates at the states. We an now indutively de�ne the notion H; t j= �, forH 2 H, t � 0 and � 2 L0:



1. H; t j= p i� p 2 V (Ht), for p 2 P .2. H; t j= :� i� H; t 6j= �.3. H; t j= � _  i� H; t j= � or H; t j=  .4. H; t j= F� i� for some m > t;H;m j= �.5. H; t j= P� i� for some m < t;H;m j= �.6. H; t j= Ki� i� for all H 0 2 H suh that Ht �i H 0t, H 0; t j= �.For simpliity we do inlude the onnetive U , until, as none of our urrentexamples need it. Of ourse there are other examples, like keep up mouth tomouth resusitation until the patient breathes on his own, whih do need thisonnetive.Sine the truth value of a formula of the form Ki� at H; t depends only onh = �i(Ht), we shall oasionally abuse language and write h j= Ki(�) when wemean H; t j= Ki(�).The formula � is said to be satis�able if there exists a model M , a globalhistory H 2 H in M and t � 0 suh that M; t j= �. � is said to be valid i� :� isnot satis�able. The following laws of the logi LK5 are easily seen to be valid:{ Ki(� �  ) � (Ki� � Ki ).{ Ki� � �.{ Ki� � KiKi�.{ :Ki� � Ki:Ki�.There are of ourse other laws whih onnet Ki with the temporal onne-tives. However, we shall not attempt to give a omplete axiomatization in thispaper. See [HMV℄ for related results. See also [PaPa℄ for a logi of learning fromother agents.2.1 Ations and ValuesWe think of an ation as something whih is performed at a �nite global historyH and whih yields a set a(H) of global extensions of H (provided that theation a an be performed at H). In general there will be other extensions ofH in whih a has not been performed. Formally, we assume a �nite set, At, ofations that is a subset of E (the set of possible events). Then an ation a 2 Atan be understood as a partial funtion from the set of �nite histories to globalhistories. Given a �nite global history H ,a(H) = fH 0 j Ha � H 0 and H 0 2 HgThis implies that when an ation is performed, it is performed at the nextmoment of time. We ould weaken this assumption and assume that performingan ation means performing that ation eventually. In this ase, a(H) will bethe set of global histories H 0 suh that there is an H1 2 E� and HH1a � H 0.However, for now, we will use the above simpler de�nition of ation performane.We assume that eah agent knows when it an perform an ation. Thus ifH �i;t H 0 and i an perform a at Ht then it an also perform a at H 0t. Moreover,



for simpliity we assume that only one agent an perform some ation at anymoment. If no agents perform an ation, then nature performs a `lok tik'.We an introdue a PDL style operator into our language in order to repre-sent exeuting an ation. If a 2 At, then [a℄� is intended to mean that in allhistories in whih a is performed, � is true. I.e., all exeutions of a makes � true.Its dual hai� will mean that after some exeution of a, � is true. Given a globalhistory H and time t, we de�ne truth of [a℄� as followsH; t j= [a℄� i� for all H 0 2 a(Ht), H 0; t+ 1 j= �Whereas the F and P modal operators are linear time operators, i.e., theyrange over moments on a single global history, the dynami modalities just de-�ned are best understood as branhing time operators.We now have enough mahinery to formalize the notion of a knowledge basedobligation. All global histories will be presumed to have a value and of ourse sowill those global histories whih extend Ht and in whih a has been performed.Under natural assumptions, (e.g. that the set of values is �nite or ompat)there will be a set V of extensions of Ht whih have the highest possible value.We will refer to this set as the Ht-good histories and denote it as V(Ht). Sinewe are not dealing with lotteries, our notion of value is weak, and rather loseto being a mere representation of preferenes. But we will assume that if thesame preferenes are represented by two value funtions V; V 0, then eah is aninreasing, ontinuous funtion of the other.We will say that a is neessary to be performed at H at time t, G(a;Ht),if V(Ht) � a(Ht), i.e., there are no Ht-good histories whih do not involve theperforming of a. And we say that a may be performed at Ht if V(Ht)\ a(Ht) isnon-empty.5Let H be a set of global histories and H 2 H a global history. For eaht 2 N, let F(Ht) = fH 0 2 H j Ht � H 0g. That is, F(Ht) is the \fan" of globalhistories (in H) that ontain Ht as an initial segment. Reall that if F is anyset of histories, val[F ℄ = fval(H) j H 2 Fg. We require for eah global historyH 2 H,1. For all t 2 N, val[F(Ht)℄ is a losed and bounded subset of R.2. \t2Nval[F(Ht)℄ = fval(H)g5 Note that this de�nition seems ompatible with the inferene that if a letter may beposted then it may be posted or burned. But we an avoid this apparent paradox bysaying that the permission to post or burn a letter really amounts to a permissionto post the letter plus the permission to burn it. This an be formally expressedas the formula, (V(Ht) \ a(Ht) 6= ;) ^ (V(Ht) \ b(Ht) 6= ;) rather than the moreobvious interpretation (V(Ht)\ (a(Ht)[ b(Ht)) 6= ;) whih does not justify burningthe letter as an option. Here, of ourse, a is the ation of posting the letter and b isthe ation of burning it. The formula (V(Ht) \ a(Ht) 6= ;) expresses permission topost the letter. It does imply (V(Ht) \ (a(Ht) [ b(Ht)) 6= ;) but, in our view, thelatter formula does not express the intent of the English sentene \You may postthe letter or burn it."



Condition 2 is a `disounting' ondition whih ensures that values of historiesdepend only on what happens in a �nite amount of time. If two histories agreefor a long time then their values should be lose.Sine val[F(Ht)℄ is losed and bounded for all t, there are maximal andminimal elements. Thus we de�ne, V(Ht) = fH 0jH 0 2 argmax(val[F(Ht)℄)g.Thus V(Ht) is the set of maximally good, (or just maximal) extensions of Ht.We an now de�ne knowledge based obligation.De�nition 23 Agent i is obliged to perform ation a at global history H andtime t i� a is an ation whih i (only) an perform, and i knows that it isneessary to perform a, i.e. Ki(G(a;H)), or (8H 0)(H �i;t H 0 ^H 0 2 V(H 0t) !H 0 2 a(H 0t)). I.e., putting this in terms of the agent's loal history h = �i(Ht),all maximal extensions of any H 0t with �i(H 0t) = h belong to the range of theation a.We an formalize the above notion as follows. For eah a 2 At, we de�ne aprimitive proposition G(a). We say that H; t j= G(a) i� all good global historiesH 2 H whih extend Ht are suh that Hta � H . Then we say that i is obligedto perform ation a if Ki(G(a)).2.2 Comparison with HortyThis above de�nition of a neessary ation generalizes Horty's dominane of a-tions ([Ho'01℄). In [Ho'01℄ ations are sets of global histories and at any momentm an agent i is faed with a set Choiemi of possible ations. This set is a parti-tion of the possible global histories that extend a global history at a partiularmoment m. Eah history H is assumed to have a value V alue(H). Sine ationsare in fat sets of global histories, one is tempted to ompare ations pointwiseso that ation a is `better' that a0 just in ase V alue(H) � V alue(H 0) for eahH 2 a and H 0 2 a0. In suh a ase we will write a � a0 (�, <, > an thenbe de�ned in similar ways). However, using the sure-thing priniple of Savage,Horty demonstrates some problems with this de�nition. In order to get aroundthis ompliation, ations are given a funtional avor.For eah agent i and moment m let Statemi be the ations available to eahagent other than i. That is Statemi = ChoiemA�figwhere A is the set of all agents6. Horty an now ompare ations as followsDe�nition 24 (Horty [Ho'01℄) Let i be an agent and a and a0 be two membersof Choiemi . Then (a0 weakly dominates a) a � a0 if and only if a \ S � a0 \ Sfor eah S 2 Statemi ; and a � a0 if a � a0 and not a0 � a.6 We have only de�ned the set Choiemi for one agent, so the above de�nition onlymakes sense if there are only two agents. However, this de�nition an be extendedto multiple agents, see [Ho'01℄ for more details.



Thus when omparing ations a and a0, they are treated as funtions over thedomain of hoies of the other agents (i.e., the domain is Statemi ). As funtions,a and a0 are then ompared pointwise. Our approah is to make this idea expliitand de�ne ations as partial funtions on the set of all possible histories. We thenan ompare ations pointwise on their domains.2.3 AppliationsSuppose now that an agent aquires some knowledge. In that ase, the set ofglobal histories H suh that �i(H; t) = h will derease, and the universal quan-ti�er over all suh histories will be more likely to beome true. Thus before Jillwas told of Sam's illness, the set of global histories ompatible with her own loalone inluded many where Sam was not ill. Reeiving the information, however,deletes them, and in all global histories still ompatible with her knowledge, shemust at to help Sam. Similarly, in example b) Ann had an obligation to informJill, for before she tells Jill, in many of Jill's loal histories ompatible withAnn's, and in some global histories ompatible with these latter, Ann's fatheris not ill and Jill annot at. By informing Jill, Ann extends Jill's loal history,and reates an obligation for Jill. Moreover, assuming that Ann knows that Jilldoes what she ought to, Ann herself has the obligation to inform Jill.To see this more preisely we onsider global histories onsisting of fourevents, v;m; t;  where v stands for Sam vomiting, m stands for Ann telling Jill,t stands for Jill treating (or o�ering to treat) Sam and  is a lok tik whih,unlike the other three, may our more than one. Thus our global histories willonsist of sequenes in whih events our in�nitely often, but v;m; t our atmost one. Moreover, sine Ann is truthful, m never ours without v ourring�rst. In those �nite global histories in whih v has ourred but not yet t, thebest ontinuations are those in whih t now ours. And if v has not yet ourredthen t (in the form of an o�er to treat) may our, but makes the history worseas the dotor is embarrassed by o�ering to treat a healthy man.Thus we stipulate that all histories in whih neither v nor t ours havevalue 2, those in whih t ours without v have value 1 as do those in whih vis followed by t. Finally those histories in whih v ours but not t have value 0as they are the worst.There are three agents, Sam, Ann, and the dotor, Jill. The event v is ob-served by Sam and Ann, m by Ann and Jill, and t, let us say, by all three. Ina history in whih v has ourred but not m, from Jill's point of view there areglobal histories in whih v has not ourred whih are ompatible with her ownloal history. So she annot know that it is neessary to treat Sam, although itis. She is not yet obligated to treat Sam. One m ours, she knows that v musthave ourred, it is neessary to treat, and she knows it. So she is obligated.Suppose again that v has ourred but not m yet. Then from Ann's point ofview, Jill's loal history is ompatible with v not having ourred and in fat wewill have Ka(:Kj(V )) (Ann knows that Jill does not know about the vomiting)where V denotes that vomiting has ourred. Sine the vomiting has happened,all good histories now are those in whih Sam has been treated, and those are



inluded in the ones in whih Ann has told Jill. So Ann ought to inform Jillabout v, i.e. ause the event m, and then hope for t to take plae. Ann has theobligation to tell Jill.In a more omplex senario, with other agents, it ould of ourse be thatsomeone other than Ann had informed Jill of Sam's illness, but that Ann doesnot know this. We would say that Ann still has an obligation to inform Jill, andthis an easily be expressed in our language.Note that in our senario, one the obligation to treat arises, it remains untiltreatment has taken plae.Formal Example: We an formalize the above disussion as follows. Supposethat t is the ation `treat the neighbour',  is the ation `do not treat the neigh-bor', and sik is the sentene `the neighbor is sik'. Suppose that there are fourglobal histories H1; H2; H3; H4. The situation desribed in example (a) an berepresented as follows:
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Jill annot distinguish these four situations. Tehnially H1 �Jill H2 �JillH3 �Jill H4. Thus Jill does not know that her neighbor is sik (:Kj(sik)).Sine H1 > H2, (i.e., V alue(H1) > V alue(H2)) H1 > H3, H4 > H3, if theneighbor is sik then it is stritly better to treat the neighbor than to not treatthe neighbor; however if the neighbor is not sik, then treating the neighbor foran illness he does not have is worse than not treating the neighbor. Thus Jillis not obliged to perform ation t, sine given her loal history, even thoughH1 > H2, H4 > H3. We are omparing the funtions t and  on a domain Dof histories ompatible with Jill's loal history. On this domain t and  are notomparable, neither dominates the other.Now suppose that Ann informs Jill that her father is sik (as in example (b)).This event hanges Jill's loal view so that the H3; H4 are no longer possible forher. Jill's loal view is now restrited to the left two histories (H1 and H2). Andso, Jill is obliged to perform ation a, sine on the new domain D0 of historiesompatible with Jill's updated loal view, t is stritly better than the ation .The ase of the nurse Rebea is a bit more triky. The reason is that aquir-ing knowledge may reate an obligation as we saw before, but it annot erase (apersistent) one. The existene of an obligation is a universally quanti�ed formula



whose truth value an only go from false to true as the domain shrinks. Thus ifJill had the obligation to administer drug d before being informed by Rebeaof Mary's allergy, then she would still have it. How, then do we represent thefat that on learning of the allergy she aquires the obligation to administer d0but loses the obligation to administer d?Dealing with this ase will require a resort to the notion of a default history.Those histories in whih patients do not have this allergy may be regarded asthe usual kind and those in whih they do are unusual. Typially, obligationsare evaluated in terms of histories of the usual kind and when we say \good"history, we mean a good history of the usual kind. Learning about the allergydeletes these usual histories, and then the ation ontemplated is re-evaluatedin terms of the unusual variety. Thus d is better than d0 when we onsider theusual sort of history, but the opposite happens when we onsider the unusualvariety.Thus we will assume that eah history fragment Ht has a set D(H; t) of de-fault extensions suh that not all members of H whih extend Ht are in D(H; t).Now we an de�ne the notion of an ation whih is neessary as a default, re-plaing H by D(H; t) in our original de�nitions.The following piture illustrates the above disussion. Suppose that Æ is theation `give drug d to Mary' and Æ0 is the ation `give drug d0 to Mary'. Supposethat aording to Jill's information, all of the histories Hi, H 0i for i = 1; : : : ; 4are indistinguishable; and that Hi > H 0i for i = 1; 2; 3, but H 04 > H4. In this aseJill is not obliged to perform Æ sine H 04 > H4. However, if we assume that thehistories H4 and H 04 are only remotely possible, then Jill is obliged to performation Æ, i.e., administer drug d. In the �gure below, the histories inside theinnermost retangle are the \usual" histories. One Rebea informs Jill aboutMary's allergy, the histories inside the retangle are no longer possible; and soJill is now obliged to perform ation Æ0 and not obliged to perform Æ.
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To deal with suh ases we introdue the notion of weak knowledge or moreprosaially, justi�ed belief. For eah Ht, divide its extensions into two (thereould be more than two) parts, the normal extensions (of whih there must besome) and the unusual extensions. Now we say that � is justi�ably believed byi at H; t i� for all normal extensions H 0 of some H 0t whih are i; t-equivalentto Ht, H 0; t j= �. Justi�ed belief no longer implies truth as H itself might notbe one of these normal extensions. It is possible for Jill to justi�ably believethat the patient does not have allergy although he does. Moreover, after nurseRebea learns of the patient's allergy, but before she tells Jill, the two havedisjoint normal histories. Rebea will now think in terms of `typial patientswith allergy', patients whih, for Jill, are atypial. After Jill learns of the allergy,their views are again ompatible.Finally we ome to ase ) where we talk of the hospital's obligation to keeptrak of a patient's ondition. Suppose that every heart attak, after a ertainamount of time, results in death, unless treated, and suh treatment an onlyfollow an observation of the patient. Then it is lear that it is the obligation ofthe hospital to observe the patient periodially. We postpone details to the fullversion of the paper.3 Programming the AgentsGiven a set of histories and values assigned to eah history, we an ask, "Is itpossible to program the agents in suh a way that if the agents do what the knowthey ought to do, then one of the best histories is produed?We �rst must deide on how muh omputational power we will asribe tothe agents. Assuming that agents have perfet reall requires that they have un-bounded memory, and we will need to model them as Turing mahines whereasassuming that agents are �nite automata means that agents have bounded mem-ory.In the following example the agents are �nite automata.Example: Consider the example where Ann is obliged to inform Jill abouther father's vomiting whih indues Jill to have the obligation to treat Sam(Ann's father). We assume E = fv;m; t; g, where v stands for vomiting, m forAnn telling Jill about her father's illness, t for Jill treating Sam and  for alok tik. Thus histories are strings over E. For the onditions plaed on thesestrings, refer to Setion 2.3.Sine in this example, Sam has no ontrol over whether or not he vomits, weonly onsider Jill and Ann. We an asribe the following �nite automata to Jilland Ann. For Jill, suppose that the input alphabet is �J = fm; tg, the states areQJ = fj0; j1; j2g with j0 being the start state. As for the transitions, we need toonsider two types of transitions. The �rst is a transition indued by an ationof another agent. For example, when Jill is in state j0, and she \sees" a m, shemoves to state j1. Sine m is not an ation that Jill an perform, we think ofthis transition as being fored or aused by another agent (Ann in this ase).Now one Jill is in state j1, it is her turn to at. She an move to state j2 by



performing ation t or simply stay in state j1 by doing nothing. But in any aseknowing of v orresponds to being in state j1.Ann's automaton will be similar. Let �A = fv;mg and QA = fa0; a1; a2g.Ann's initial state is a0, when her father vomits she transitions from a0 to a1.While in a1 she an hoose to do nothing or perform ation m to move to statea2. But she knows of v as she is in state a1.The following �gure depits the above �nite automaton. The dashed linerepresents transitions indued by other agents or the environment, and the solidline represents the hoies that eah agent an make.
Jill Ann
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De�ne values as follows. All histories in whih neither v nor t ours havevalue 2, Those histories in whih v ours but not t have value 0 as they arethe worst. Those histories in whih v is followed by t are assigned as follows.Let H be a history in whih v is followed by t, val(H) = 1N+1 + 1M+1 , whereN is the number of lok tiks between the ourrenes of v and m, and M isthe number of lok tiks between the ourrenes of m and t. Those in whiht ours without v have value 1 as do those in whih v is followed by t. Thisvaluation not only means that both Ann and Jill have to at, but that theyshould at speedily, for any delay leads to histories with lower values.Referenes[BPX℄ Belnap, N., Perlo�, M., and Xu, M., Faing the Future, Oxford 2001.[Hi℄ Hilpinen, R., Deonti Logi, in Blakwell guide to philosophial Logi, Ed.Lou Goble, Blakwell 2001, 159-182.[Ho'01℄ Horty, J., Ageny and Deonti Logi, Oxford 2001.[HMV℄ Halpern, J., R. van der Meyden, and M. Vardi, Complete axiomatizationsfor reasoning about knowledge and time, SIAM journal of omputing.[LS℄ Lomusio, A., and M. Sergot, Deonti interpreted systems, Studia Logia,75 (2003) 63-92.[P95℄ Parikh, R., Knowledge based omputation (Extended abstrat), in Pro-eedings of AMAST-95, Montreal, July 1995, Edited by Alagar and Nivat,Leture Notes ib Computer Siene no. 936, 127-42.
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